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PREFACE

This booklet is the result of a
special prost by the Great Lakes
Sea Grant Network, Water Quality
Committee. The Network is

composed of Sea Grant programs in
the states of New York, Ohio,
Michigan, indiana, Hlinois, Wiscon-
sin and Minnesota. individuals

from throughout the Great Lakes
Basin were invited to provide an
opinion paper about zero discharge
and virtual elimination. The

individuals selected wme chosen

because they could provide a
mixed yet balanced set of view-
points from the basis of law,
economics, environment, physics,
ecology, policy, and industry. The
only ground rules were that the
essay must not exceed four pages,
it should not be an historical

document, and it should not be a
technical/scientific summary.

Most authors followed these

guidelines dosely, providing an
opinion paper as intended, The
seventeen essays included here
represent all that were submitted.
Me viewpoints and technical
arguments are solely those of the
authors. The essays were edited
only to correct grammar, and all
changes were checked with the
authors. Thus we offer to the reader
a mosaic of opinions, writing styles,
and rationale that collectively form
a basis for insightful dehberation
about one of the most important
controversies in Great Lakes

management.



INTRODUCTION

The Great Mkes watershed is a
vast continental basin that drains all
the surface water and much of the
groundwater to the five Great
Lakes � Superior, Michigan, Huron,
Erie, and Ontario. Having very
limited outflow, the Lakes are huge
reservoirs, storing decades of runoff
and precipitation. IF it were pos-
sible to halt all inputs to the Lakes
above Niagara Falls, the system
would take approximately 118
years to drain completely. But this
Grn never happen, because &e Lakes'
depths are greater than the sills over
which they drain, and of course it is
impossible to pohibit inoow.

Over the long term, the Great
Lakes gain as much water as they
lose, even though on a yearly basis
the net gam or loss can represent
several feet in lake level. If there is
a net gain, the excess water eventu-
ally drains away and the Lairs
return to normal. If there is a net

loss, cool wet weather eventually
causes the levels to rise again.
Whatever pollution that en@md
during any year acts to reduce the
amount of pollution lost. Any
substance that is captured by the
sediments or organisms of the
system, continues to recycle despite
changes in lake water.

The Lakes' water discharge
rates have been measured for
decades and when exp'.~9 in
relation to their volume, provide a
measure of water retention time,
which is also known as flushing
rate. Lakes Ontario has a flushing
time of six years, Lake Huron 22
years, Lake Michigan 99 years, and
Lake Superior 200 years. These are
estimates only. TKis does not mean
every molecule of water in a lake
will be gone after that time, being
replaced with new water. The bulk
of the water will have been re-

placed however.

Thus the Great L&zs are like a
huge bucket with a very small hole
up near the rim. As water is added
to the bucket, some flows out. If
the original water has just a tiny bit
of soap in it, it is practically irnpos-
sible to flush it all out by adding
clear water. If the incoming water
also has some soap in it, the budget
will never be free of some level of

soapy water. This simple analogy
is the concept behind the trerInen-
dously complicated freld of mass
balance mathematics. Many very
talented people are working on
mass balance calculations for the

Great M~, and refinements are
being made yearly. However, the



only way to really dmn up the
bucket is to stop any more addi-
tions of soap. It will stiH take many
decades to have pristine water in
the bucket, but eventually that state
will be a~broached again.

The G~t ~ states, No%
Pmerica, and the waRd overall
have steadily incn'.ased their
capacity to satisfy the needs of
modern man with industrial and
chemical components of increasing
complexity. 'Ihe manufacture,
transport, use, disposal, and
breakdown of these products have
placed foreign substances into our
atmosphere and waters worldwide.
Population growth and technologi-
cal development, coupled with
chemical agricu1turaI technology,
have placed aH naturml remunxs at
risk of impairment or reduction.
Examples abound of thousands of
areas that have had their water and
land resources pertiaHy impaired or
destmyed.

Water can be thought of as a
living organism because it has the
capacity of taking things into itself,
modifying them, and passing the
benefits along to co-inhabitants. In
the natural state, water takes in
minerals and nutrients from
rainfaH. faI1en debris, runoff, and
groundwater inflow. These
nutrients are as essential to aquabc
p1ants as they are to corn or beans.
Phytoplankton and rnicroorgan-
isms at the bottom of the food

pyramid then prU vide energy to
higher levels. Evolution has
aHowed the worM of plants and
organisms to create species and
adaptations for nearly every type of
local environment, and tolerances
to wide rangm of extremes. For the
most part, these p~e and rda-
ticeships are well balame9 and self
generating, if the base materials upon
which the q~ d~~ mnain
similar to the evolutionary frame-
woA, that prUduoed the system.

in lies the rub. Our

modern society is finding that it
 we! is negatively affecting the very
thing we most want and need to
sustain ou~lves in a healthy
mmmm. As the evidence of air and

water pollution has emulated
over the decades, our approach has
been to provide better treatment.
When it became clear that some
chernicRIs were outright poisonous,
we began to ban their use and
manufacture. With more and more

scientists becoming involved,
concurrent with greater sophistica-
tion of analysis and event detection,
we steadily found more and more
insidious chemicals that were
putting the envirua.ment, the
organisms, and us at high risk. The
concept  or working theory! that
every water body has sorry assirni-
lative capacity for pollutants, was
being challenged on every front.

Between 1960 and 1985, we
adopted the basic pol!ution strategy



that unless something could be
concretely demonstrated to cause
harm in a system, then it was
acceptable to release it in "small"
amounts per disWargm. Regula-
tory agencies in every state enacted
effluent discharge laws that limited
concentrations allowed out the
pipe. Dilution and assimilation
theory held that all  or most! waters
were capable of some receiving
capacity without harm to the
ecosystem.

Since the 19SOs, evidence has
mounted that some chemicals do
not break down into harmless

coxnponents. Instead, they remain
toxic for years and years. Their
effects are long-term and often very
subtle, usuaUy increasing in impact
higher up the food chain. Thus,
while fish and minnows may not
show overt signs of chernioxi
poisoninp fish-eating eagles and
terns do. More detailed n~mh

has demonstrated the potential
human effects of eating products
contaminated with smail amounts

of toxic substances. The contro-

versy continues over the actual
human consequences of consuming
Great Lakes fish and ingesting
chemicals in other ways, but the
trend lines of probable effects are
very dear.

The scientific community and
policy makers conor% with the
health of the Great Lakes, concur-
rently with environmental action

groups, have concluded that the
only guaranteed way to reverse air
and water degradation, is to stop
putting anything out that is harm-
ful. This means abandoning the oM
theory of estimating how much is
acceptable and replacing it with a
new basin-wide theory that any
amount is too much.

The term "zero discharge" was
coined to express this theory that
any amount is too much. Zero
discharge has gained increasing
acceptance and has become the
watchword of the Gmat Lakes

environmental strategy champi-
oned by the International joint
Commission  IjC! and many others.
The term "virtual elixnination"

refers to the result oF practicing
complete zero discharge. No one
expects the Creat Lakes to ever be
completely free fmrn all harrxWl
manmade chemicals, largely
because pollution enters the
watershed through the atmosphere
from all areas of the globe, in
addition to what we generate
within the watershed. However,
many be! ieve the only reasonable
approach to reducing pollution as
much as possible within the basin is
to eliminate discharges at the point
of manufacture and disposal.

The IJC has identified over 300
chemicals it considers the harmful.

Thousands of others are used and
dispo.mi of in the Gmat Lakes
basin. These are under close
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Mire:r
~wchlorobei~ne
~eon
DDT and metabolites
2&,7'~tetrachlrodibenzo-&iox

�2,zp-vCDD!
2B/~tetrachlorodibenzofuran
MIli~&M-pyrene
Alkylated lead
Toxaphene
Mercury
Polychlorinated biphenyls <~~

 all forms!

ThI~ have been SeleCted far
concentrated action and increased

arch activity. They are the
c&~cals selected for the trial
implementation of zero discharge
im; znany areas, while realizing they
zm~ly are the tip of an unlmown
ii~rg of pollution.

Considerable debate continues
o~ the rationale and feasiMity of
zero dischaqv. Not aH of the
arguments am openly expressed,
because all sides must avoid the

' . appearance of favoring an ap-
= jWoach that would lead to continu-

pollution. Since the entire fabric
Qf TAodern society deg,ends heavily
Net the manufacture, consumpbon,

disposal of complex m@9unes
and chemicals, each one of us is

: a@ected by the social costs and

consequences of' a strict zero
discharge policy. We may want
cleaner waters, but will we actuary
give up materials we now buy for
reasonable prices for substitutes
which may cost far more? Can we
e~mA the general public to just
quit using materials known to be
hazardous? What are the rnecha-
nisrns to control hazardous prod-
ucts worldwide? How can pollu-
tion control measures be imple-
mented in countries that can bmly
feed themselves now? Every close
look at the ramifications of zero
discharge in the Great Lakes and
the world leads to hundreds of
questions about the practicality of
the approach.

The essays in this book can be
considered one approach to clari-
fying these prob! ems and answer-
ing some of the questions. Taken in
totality the diverse views of6~ by
the authors provide a context for
further thought on the topic.

Far an in-depth background
and analysis of zero discharge,
write for the Sixth Biennial Report
on Great Lukes lVater Qualihj;
lntelllational Joint Colnnllssion
l00 Ouelette Blvd., Windsor,
Ontario, Canada N9A6T3, This
report frames the issue on page 4,
"Surely it is time to ask whether we
really want to continue attempts to
manage persistent toxic substanam



after they have been produced or
used, or whether we want to begin
to eliminate and prevent their
existent in the ecosystem in the
first place."

WALT' J. HohGMA'N
Michigan Sea Grant Extension
Lansing, Michigan





the best available technic]ops is re-
paired to meet the ZD/VE level at the
time of construction/modification.

Assuming, then, that we go to a
version of ZD/VE which grants a
"useful ]ifetime" pmnit for p]ants
which meet the undetectab]ity
standards at the moment of licens-

ing, we may be considered to have
solved the point sour' problem,
for p]ants wi]I either achieve
undetectable levels of discharge or
will be banned if they do not have a
technology capable of reaching
undetectability. Tie region wiH sti]]
have put itself at a comparative
economic disadvantage, but one
which might be more aaceptable to
citizens as it wiH not ban Ntt devel-
opment. Nevertheie.e, we stiH have
to Face the problem of nonpoint
sources.

Nonpoint sources of surface
pollution are one of the orphans of
the current regu]atory scheme.
Although they are supposed to be
regulated, they are, for aH practic3]
purposes, unregulated. The pri-
mary nonpoint sources appear, at
the moment, to be runoff of hxti1iz-
ers and chemicals from agrimlturd
activities  induding silviculture!,
urban/suburban runoff that is not
coHected into storm sewers, and
soil erosion from both agricultural
and constructio~ activities. In fact,
some believe that nonpoint sources
are the primary sources of surface
water pol]ution in the region. Thus,

to achieve ZD/VK will require
regu]ation of nonpoint sources of
pollution, ~ technical, adrruniw
trative and regulatory problems of
nonpoint source control are legion
and many of the necessary changes
would impinge so deeply on the
'']if~]e" of the average citizen as
to be politically unaeceptab]e.

Fur6mmore, ZD/VE also
implies that chemicals used for
ecologica] stabi]ization
 hrnpricides, zebra mussel ki]lers if
any are found, etc.! will also be
banned. To do this may]ikely resu]t
in ecological changes that would
prove ex~me]y distastefu] to the
average citizen. The failure to ban
government awgncy use of such
chemicals, however, would result
in complaints that "the Govern-
ment gyes ahead and does what it
wants, but tells me how often I can
fertilize my lawn" and thus under-
mine public support for the entire
concept of ZD/VE.

So far we have been discussing
the "zero discharge" side of the
phrase; some thought needs also to
be given to "virtiua] elimination." I
beheve that the pub]ic conceives
~atua] elimination as the e]irniina-
tion of the pol]utants current]y
found in the Lakes. Aquatic
scientists te]] us that the elimination
of pollutants wil] take between
several decades and several cen-
turies, even if all discharges were
stopped immediately. Further,



Zem Discharge � Pollution Prevention,
Not Pollution 54magement

since analytic techniques are
constantly improving, and we have
no baseline data concerning the
status of the Lakes before industrial

development started, we wiH face
the persistent problem of "how
clean is clean?" When would we be

able to proclaim success? How will
we convince the public that we are
making progrtm when new
analytic techniques will continue to
show pollution present in the Lakes
for the foreseeable Future?

I hope that none of the forego-
ing will be taken to mean that I
disapprove of Zof VE. It is merely

Gayle Coyer
Lake Superior Project
Great Lakes Natural Kesmmw Center

National Wildlife Federation

Ann Arbor, Michigan

The term "zero discharge"
represents a fundamental paradigm
shift in how we address toxic
pollution in the Great Lakes basin.
Zero discharge prescribes a strategy
Of pOHutiOn preverlfian, rather than
pollution managenrent. Zero dis-
charge recognizes the only way to
stop toxic contamination of fish,
wil Jlife, and hurrens in the basin is
to prevent the use, generation, or

to point out that such a concept wiU
require considerable time to
implement initially and even more
time to demonstrate perceptible
change in the water column.
During this entire period it wiH be
ntwesi~y' to maintain public
understanding and support. The
term ZD/VE may be a problem in
this respect as it amounts in some
ways to over-promising. A massive
program of public education  not
public relations! will be needed to
keep the nem~ry political support
for the length of time it wH1 take for
ZD/VE to produce results.

discharge of persistent toxic pol-
lutlnts in the First place.

The terms zero discharge and
~mtu'll elirninatiOn are Often
misused. Zero discharge means
zero � ~ne. It does not mean

reducing discharges to a level
where no impacts can be demon-
strated. It does not mean dist9mges
below levels that can be measured





2. New or increased discharges
of these persistent toxic pollutants
must be prohibited. The Program
designates stain portions of the
Lake to receive an Outstanding
National Resource Waters" classifi-

cation, the highest level available
under the Clean Water Act. How-

ever, only a few small areas, like
national parks or lakeshores, would
receive this designation. Since
pollution knows no boundaries, the
designation will only work if new
or increased sources are prohibited
in the entire Lake.

Outside of these few small

areas, the rest of the Lake would
receive a designation of "Outstand-
ing International Resource Waters."
New facilities would be required to
use "best technology" and pass an
antidegradation test in order to site
a new pollutant<umping facility.
This is the same time-worn ap-
proach that has already failed us-
pollution management, and not
pollution prevention. The only
solution is to prohibit new or
increased sour~ entirely

3. Existing sources of persistent
toxic poHutants must be phased
out, but aam'ding to a specif ic
timetable. The Program merely
requires voluntary toxic reduction
plans in discharge permits. The
toxic reduction plans will not be
mandatory or enforceable. This is a
weak toxics reduction strategy
instead of a zero discharge strategy.
Instead, the govnnrnents should
examine each industrial sector in

the basin, identify the persistent
toxic pollutants used by that sector.
and implement a phase-out sched-
ule for each sector.

The enviromTrentaL community
in the Great Lakes basin has a

vision of an environment where
fish are safe to eat and where

wildlife and humans are safe from
the effects of toxic contamination.

The Binational Program for Lake
Superior shows how far we still
need to go to achieve zero dis-
charge. Ke will continue to push
for zero discharge in the Great
Lal~ basin until that vision

becomes a reality.











their emission strengths. In Novem-
ber 1990, President Bush signed
into law the Clean Air Act Amend-

rnents, a significant portion of
which was dedicated to the Great

Waters Study  the Great Lakes,
Chesapeake Bay, etc.!. All of this
attention should have alerted the

public that the Great Lakes, all of
the Great Lakes, receive important
quantities of toxic chemicals from
the atmosphere. As long as these
chemicals are emitted into the

atmosphere, they will be trtns-
ported on the winds and deposited
in the Lakes. Of course, there are
new chemicals  high-use agricul-
tural herbicides! and old chemicals
 PCBs; PAHs of combustion origin!
that are and will remain a concern

in the Lakes for years to come.

W1mt does all this have to do

with zero discharge and virtual
elimination? Emission of toxic

chemicals and trace elements into
the atmosphere will continue to be

loaded into the Gmat Lakes in

proportion to their emissions. If
emissions continue, then atmo-
spheric loading to the Lakes
continues. We concept of zero
discharge is then relegated to
establishing base loading rates
equivalent to atmospheric deposi-
tion. The Lakes have an amming
capacity to rid themselves of
pollutants in a relatively short time
through natural detoxification"
proce: ~. For zero discharge and
virtual ehminatian of poHutant
inputs to be realistic goals, we must
recognize that the atmosphere wiH
be a source of toxic chemical input
to the Lakes for decades to come.

The rate of response in the Iakes wiH
depend on the rate at which emis-
sions to the atmcsphere hxxease, and
the effimeeies with which the
atmosphere and aquatic and terna
trial ea!systems remove, bury, and
deshoy incoming chemicals.

10



Practical Solutions Needed to Transcend Philosophical
Di8erences Kegarding De6nhions

G.C. Granville and P. Toft
Environmental Health Directorate
Department of National Health and Welfare
Ottawa, Ontario

over-interpreted, often resulting in
confusion, particularly when the
terms are applied to the different
problems of discharge and
rerrmiiation, 'IMs paper, therefore,
proposes two discrete messages.
Firstly, it will address the issues oF
definition and, secondly, the need
to focus on practical solutions.

DeHnih ops

We also find the concepts of
"zero discharge" and virtual
elimination" to be misused and

11

For many years, w'e have been
actively consulting with many
international, national, feder31, and
provincial agencies, as well as
providing input and advice to
industries, environmental lobbies,
and others, on matters negating to
the concepts of zero discharge and
virtual elimination. We are firmly
of the opinion that it is time to stop
the unproductive debate over
definitions and philosophies and to
redirect those energies into more
positive direcbons.

ln many respects, the curTent
debate is reminiscent of the one
relating to safety management.
Theory states that "all accidents are
preven table." This is true, but all
those who have been involved in
enhanced safety programs have
found that a primary focus on
reducing the most frequently
occurring accidents pays much
larger dividends than focusing on
the broad, non-prioritized philoso-
phy of prevention.

We repeat our thesis that the
terms "zero discharge" and "virtual
elimination" are over-emphasized,
thus tending to redirect energies
away from other important areas.
We suggest that the terms be used
somewhat less in the next year or
two, and that we be more focused
on specific situations. F'o r example,
with resI~ to the DISCHARGE of
ostent toxic substanam, the
c~~ of "virtual elimination.
should be applied when consider-
ing miuction of inputs. Such a
narrowing of Focus, for the time
being, avoids the largely irrelevant
argument relating to the meaning
of "zero" in our sophisticated
analytical environment. Further,
we suggest that, for a while, the



concept of "zero discharge" be
zpplied in a sense that relates to
>roce s design, such that no
~ssions will enter the ecosystem
~ader study because such a
Pathway does not exist; e.g., a
physical absence of a discharge line
t~ a lake wiH ensure no direct
discharges of liquid effluent to that
I3.ke. Provided "zero discharge"
can be used in this engineering
sense, it will provide a useful
philosophical support to IJC
activities without being an obstacle
ta progress.

With respect to REMEDIATION,
~ither "zero discharge" or "virtual
elimination" adequately covers the
concern. The primary practical
focus for remediation activities
relates to the complexities involved
in clean-up procedures, and to
adequately answer the question
"how clean is clean enough?" We
suggest that remediation activities
require policies which are based on
practical values, and that an interim
working definition for an accept-
able level of remediation is based

an a level which is expected to
result in no future health or

environmental effects in the
ecosystem s! of concern.

2. Practical Solubons

It is time to ccenrni t our major
efforts to a long-term process of
reduction. It is time to stop debat-
ing philosophical terminologies and
definitions, and begin to negotiate
real reductions in actual emissions.

It is vital for industries to achieve

significant reductions in emissions
to all media over specified periods
of time; and it is equally vital for
environmentalists to acknowledge
that many changes will require
substantial time and financial

commitments. This means that

priorities have to be developed and
the most significant health and
environmental priorities tackled
first. Our common experience over
the past years has shown that this is
no easy task; nevertheless, we
suey have learned enough to be
able to respond effectively to the
issues and thereby develop a series
of reductions that will show real

results. FinaHy, it is vital for
governments to create and contrib-
ute to a climate in which meaning-
ful reductions and phas~uts can
be achieved through consensus
rather than adversarial approaches.

12



Zero Dmhaxge and Environmental Improvement

Bruce Hansen

President, Nelson-Superior Consultants Ltd.
Thunder Bay, Ontario

Most of the industrialized world' s
population treasures the idea of a
natural environment that can
sustain a healthy economy. 'nris
idea is particularly appealing when
that environment holds the promise
of economic living standards
normally reserved for highly
populated and fully developed
industrial societies.

There is a general consensus in
the North A~~wcan population
that the Great Lakes environment
and especially that of Lake Superior
does hold out this unusual promise.
At the same hme, there is incnms-
ing unease that the welfare of the
population at large will somehow
be negatively affected by activities
of those in and around the Gmat
Lakes basin, particularly as those
activities affect the quality of Great
Lakes water. As can be expected,
this discomfort produces fertile
ground for discussion and debate,
advocacy and lobby, and legisla-
tion. RnaHy, it also produces the
potential for commercial and
political exploitation within the
region, and elsewhere in the world,
as advantage is taken of local
sensitivities and changes made in
response to those sensitivities.

The fight for control of the
Great Lakes agenda is moving on
many honts, with several hundred
organizations and agencies in-
volved, and with the current
leaders in popularity being the
environmental advocacy groups.
These groups are generally fighting
from ground that is safe, but that is
also difficult to work from. This is
so since, regardless of political
popularity, greater fundamental
power stlH lies within the economic
issues as controlled by the indus-
trial agencies of the general popula-
tion and economic power groups,
and to some extent by governments
representing economic develop-
ment issues for voter wealth.

A few environmentalists,
recognizing the popularity of their
stand and with enough insight to
see that real money is need to
effect real change, have bqprn to
seek some common or new ground
for die~~on. Industrial leaders,
stiH expecting a basic impossibility
in working directly with diverse
advocacy groups, have generally
not accepted the chamenge af
discussions of substance, any more
than most advocacy ytvsps have.
Knvironrnental advocacy agendas,



which range frorri change in
management pracbces to dt.
industriabzation, are perceived to
provide IitUe potential for discus-
sions of real value with indu~4rial,
commercial or political leaders.
This standoff may satisfy a urger
intentional political agenda for
these groups, but in the case of
regional issues can lead to a failure
to accomplish either environmental
or economic goals. Money is s-
quired for irnprovemmt, but capital
is valuable. wiH be probated, is
mobile, and those responsible for
placing it are singular in their
demands for return.

An interesting new develop-
ment .'~ to be occurring in that
governn~t aymcies, meogni.ing
an essential pohtical validity and
sensitivity in environmental
statements, have actually begum to
look increasingly to the outcome of
direct advocacy/industrial devel-
oprnent discussions. Thee discus-
sions were originaliybeing
prompted by increasing bureau-
cratic difficulty in dealing with new
development and relicensing
issues, more than by any attempt to
deliberately produce a discussion
forum. But, regardless of origin,
there is another level of negotiation
bei ng i nserted into the regulatory
development and appmval grrocess.
The full success and the durabihty
of this new premed are not yet
know. Nevertheless, it has tacitly
been used to control development

in the pulp and paper indus~,
wherein industrial development
has been stopped in several cases.
This was done without the need for
dilatory support, and in at least
one case prevented the instamation
of cleaner technologies, and in-
fluenced a subsequent mill closure.

Industrial and municipal
leaders are certainly aware of this
phenomenon, but even those with
g!ecial needs, such as extreme
economic distress caused by or
associated with environmental

issues, have rarely looked for
opportunities for discussions of
substance with other groups.
Instead those with the means will
naturally rely on fundamental
shifts�such as change in environ-
rnental sensitivity, to produce
opportunity for development of
difhment busimmes, and to indicate
direction and opportunity in
markets and technology within
existing businesses. C~rs fail to
react at all and in either case this
may leave environmental problems
soHdly in place. Once again, capital
weal be protected and will move to
find return.

W'ithin the confines of an
economy heavily dependent upon
the resource-based industries. such
as mining and pulp and paper, this
phc~arnenon of direct environmen-
tal advocacy/industrial group
cor&ontation has the potential for
not only decreasing regional



economic standards of living, but
for reducing the environmental
weI-being of the area. It is unlikely
that simple imposition of "zero
discharge" can produce benehcial
change under such cireurnstances.

The terms "zero dis9mq<' and
0 elimination," inasmuch as

they canimt be easily defined and
can encourage a new handcuff
approach, thereby represent one of
the most significant challenges to
both regional economic develop-
ment and environmental irnprove-
ment that has emerged in recent
years.

The continuing inability of the
environmental giou ps to legitimize
their agendas by including the
concept of development, and the
difficulty that mast industrial and
municipal concerns have in work-
ing with the environmental issues,
is of real environmental conse-

quence in this matter. Natural
processes of market drive and
worldwide political and free
market opportunism will quickly
settle the questions of industrial
and economic survival, and will
direct needed capital quite indepen-
dently of any sensitivity to local
environmental concerns.

What is of further consequence
is that even without the use of

moratoriums or other actions to

stop develapinent, inaction on the
disputed problem is the normal

result of dispute. Withdrawal of
political agencies from real leader-
ship in such crucial ~atory
issues and the related witMrawal
of industrial ager'~ from devel-
opment in face of inability to make
a deal, will certainly leave the
region poorer both economically
and environmentally. Capital is
mobile and will find return,

regardless of environmental needs.

ln an attempt to broaden the
input on such disincen tives to
economic growth and environmen-
tal improvement, there has been
some itious attempt at fostering
real consultation as a mechanism to

both bring agendas to the surface
and to provide for some input to
the legislative and regulatory
process. ln recent work, such as that
done by the Lake Superior Forum,
it was encouraging to note that
there was some consensus that zero

discharge, if it means zero effluent,
was not useful as a means of

working with much of anything,
including the environment. More
importantly in groups such as this,
the skepticism that n,orrnally comes
with attempts to reach a coilnon
understanding of vision and goals,
has been absent in most of those

participating. Work such as this,
although it has yet to provide any
new value measurement, just may
provide an opening for discovering
the common ground in environ-
rnental and economic concerns.



The Meaning of Zem: A Misleading Debate

fohn Jackson
Great lakes United
Kitchener, Ontario

Perhaps there is fMson to
believe that econorrllc development
and environmental pef ormance
can yet be effectively brought
together. Certainly there' is good
reason to believe that without such
a ma~age, economic poverty is
closer ancl environmental improve-
ment is farther away.

Zero discharge means rro release of
a substance into the environment as

a result of human activity.

Persistent toxic substances are
having sometimes insidious,
sometimes dramatic, but always
serious, impacts on the wildlife,
bi% s, fish, and people who live in
the Great Lakes basin. We cannot
afford to continue building up the
toxic legacy we are passing on to
our children and grandchBdren.
The only rational, sane approach
for dealing with persistent toxic
substances is zero discharge.

Surprisingly, considerable
debate swirls around the meaning
of the very straightforward word
"zero. " Jt means "none. " Those
who try to mdefine zero to mean
"some," are people who pretend

Alignment on enviroMnental
goals with real tangible trade and
exchange value represents the only
effective solution. Zero discharge/
virtual elimination brings with it
both tremendous opportunity and
tremendous responsibility.

they believe in zero discharge when
they really don' t.

"Zero" does not mean "virtual."

We realize that we cannot corn-

pletely remove all persistent toxic
substances from the Great Lakes

ecosystem. Some of them occur
naturally; in addition, we wiH not
be able to remove all of the huge
amounts tha t we have already
released into the environment. Our

goal is to virtually eliminate these
substances from the Great Lakes

environment. To achieve this goal,
we must slop all discharges of these
chemicals, This means we must have

zem discharge, not "almW zero."

Zero discharge does not mean
reducing discharges to the point
where they have no impact on life.
We cannot risk waiting to eliminate



discharges until we can measure
the impacts. It is too late at that
point; damage has already been
done and the hazardous chemicals
have been irretrievably dispersed
throughout the environment.

Zero discharge does not mean
reducing discharges to the point
where we cannot detect them. This
approach does not guarantee
safety; even very tiny, unmeas-
urable quantities of persistent toxic
substances build up over time to
dangerously high levels in living
organisms.

Zero discharge does not mean
ensuring that contaminant levels in
the discharge are at concentrations
no higher than in the water or air
the user took from the environ-

ment. Our concern is with total quan-
tities of a cherniml discharged, not
with the concentrations. The build-up
of persistent toxic substances over
time causes the serious impacts.

Zero discharge does not
necessarily mean using the best
current!y available technology to
control pollutants. The urgen.cy to
achieve zero discharge is so great
that we must develop new tech-
nologies and change or stop our use
of persistent toxic substances to
eliminate their release into the
environment.

Many people say that, if we
define "zero" to mean "none," we
are proposing something that is not
achievable. We can achieve zero

discharge if we stop using hazard-
ous persistent toxic substances.

Defining zero discharge in its
literal way means that we shift our
focus from the futile and mislead-
ing effort of trying to measure
releases to looking for ways to
avoid ~sing toxics in the first plaa.'.
'Ibis is why a literal definition of
"zero" as "none" is critical.



Zero Discharge: The Fault Lies Not in the Waters,
but in Ourselves

Lorraine Lamey and Way4nd R. Swain
EcoLogic International, Inc.
Ann Arbor, Michigan
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In 1972, the United States Congress
changed the standard against
which pollution would be mea-
sured by making "zero discharge"
our national goal. The revolution-
ary principle of zero discharle was
joined with a system of pmnits to
create a regulatory framework that
wouM reduce and eliminate all

releases into the navigable waters
by 1985. %he only remaining excuse
for non-attainment was technologi-
cal infeasibility. Twenty years later,
zero discharge has not been
achieved. Why?

Zero discharge, virtual elimina-
tion of toxic substances, and
technology-based effluent limita-
tions were intended to displume the
regulatory and enforcement fog
that water quality standards had
produced. The ebxnal debate of
"How clean is 'clean' ?" had led to

paralysis in the effort to improve
water quality. In the early Congres-
sional hearings for the Clean Water
Act, it was apparent that EPA
clearly favored cleaning up the
nation's waters by way of water
quality standards. Representative
Bella Abzug stated emphatically
that the goal was zero discharge,

which could be achieved by
technology-based effluent limita-
tions. She asked, rhetoricaHy, if you
knew that a certain amount of

sewage  diluted accordingly!
complied with water quality
standards, would you let anyone
pour that sewage into your bath?
Zero discharge and technology-
forcing principles won the day, and
heralded a decade of @eat ad-
vmaments in water quality.

These gnnoing feathers plucked gem
Caesar's wing
Will make him fly an ordinary pitch,
Who else toould soar above the view of men
And pep us all in servile fearfulness,

� William Shabspertre, julius Caesar
Act I, Scene 1, lns. 73-76.

However, the bureaucracy
developing water quality standards
simmered in its discontent: its past
efforts merited a greater statutory
role than mere "benchmark" status

under the new Act. And within

another decade, the science of
water quality and environmental
impacts flourished anew within the
debate of "How clean does 'dean'

mean in a water quality standard?"
Now, we quibble endlessly, and at



great cost, about magnitudes of
risk, and vanishingly small quanti-
ties of contaminants, while dilution
continues to remain "the solution to
pollution." The rhetoric has become
far more sophisticated; e.g., "waste
had allocation" and "assimilative
capacity;" but we still do not know
"How clean is 'dean'?" and we still
have not achieved zero discharge.

Men at some time are masters of their fates.
17m felt, dear Brutus, is nof in our stars,
Bat in oursehes, that xae are underfings.

Act I, Scene 2, tns. 135-41.

In Shakespeare's Julius Caesar,
Cassius, in his jealousy and ambi-
tion, sought to convince Brutus that
there was little, except their own
inaction, that made Julius Caesar
lord, instead of either of them. The
foundation for the Roman con-
spiracy to as~essinate Caesar was
laid in his apparent human weak-
nesses; the past, and therefore
much grander, glory of the late
general, Pompey; and, the naiad
fear of an uncertain Futum for Rome

under Caesar.

Similarly, zero discharge is
slowly being murdered by con-
spiracy. As we have implemented it
todate, it is not the ultimate cure as
we had hoped back in 1972. The
apparent weakness' and excessive
time-frame in the elimination of

"the discharge of pollutants into the
navigable waters" make us doubt
our original zero discharge goal,

despite the fact we have continually
mp meed its application and,
correspondingly, its achieverntmts
and failures. Furthermore, twenty
years of zero discharge irnperfec-
tions have all but expunged from
our memory the blemishes of a
system based solely on water
quality standards. FinaQy, like
Cassius and Brutus, always lurking
in the recesses of our conscience,
coHective and individual, is the
terror � VAaf if we followed zero
discharge to its logical conclusion,
with fuH implementation? %there
will that take us as a society~

But if you ueuld consider the true
@nese- l... j
Why birds and beasts from quality
and kind;  ...J
Why all these 9ings change fnen their
tnatural orderl,
Their natures, ard pre-formed faadties,
To monstrous quality � why you shutl find
77mt hem' hath infused them unN
these ~
To make them inst rarnents of fear
aef amming
Unto some monstrous state.

Act i, Scene 3, lns. 62-71.

Like the portents for the Ides of
March, the birds, beasts, and
children of the Gmat Lairs now
ring toc in as "ia~~nents of fear
and warning." Cross-biUs. Club
feet. Total ard partial reproductive
failure. Diminished learning
potentiaL Each toHing of the species
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bell for each bird, beast, or child,
peals out the warning that toxic
substances are changing the world
~und upend by con!sequence,
~ho we are, and our ability to
cletermine our future. Like the
Romans, we must consider what
the portents rne81E. Casslus "knew"
~ portents to signal the end of
Julius Caesar. Others would not
~ admit their existence. Brutus
~ed to ponder the omens'
meaning, because he both loved
cesar greatly, and feared an
uncertain future under his rule.

Well, Brutus, thou art ruble; yet I see
77ry hoeorabk mettle may be wright
Froth that it is disposed. Tiberejfore it
gs HhKf

That noble minds km' emr with their libs,
For uko sofa that cannot be scducad?

Act i, Szne 2, fns, 311-15.

Cassius convinced Brutus that

Caesar was unstable ard a threat to

Rome's greatness. As a result,
Brutus pined the conspiracy to
assassinate Caesar. Brutus be~ a

conspirator arhen he agreed to the
foul deed. It was not his doubts and
fears that signaled him a conspira-
tor, nor the assassination itself, but
his agmenxmt to the purpose and
ebs of the assassination. Similarly,
each of us, as individuals and as
participants in different levels of
government, of corporations, of
non-profit advocacy groups, and of
immunities, must be careful of

becoming a conspirator against
zero discharge. Any agreement, in
words or action, to undermine,
dilute, or abandon zero discharge
constitutes a conspiracy.

The Roman conspirators Feared
their country's fate under a power-
ful Ce~r. They failed to step
forward boldly with their leader,
and instead, a conspiracy of
cowardice tried to eliminate their

fears with a dagger in Caesar's
back. Ultimately, however, their
early hers paled in comparison to
the consequena s of their con-
spiracy � dvil war, devastating
fires, and deaths of outstanding
citizens. Such was their stab, so to
speak, at sdfQeterrnination.

Many within our nation fear
the future under a full and power-
ful implementation of zero dis-
charge. Its current implementation
means that nonpoint sources must
be controDed and eventually
eliminated, and that contaminated
sediments must be removed and

treated. Less obvious, but a
nonetheless logical extension, is
that the sources of airborne toxic
substances must be eliminated,
and that chmucals must be proved
harmless before manufacture or

use. Full implementation means
that each of us must live "zero

discharge" lifestyles � for the fault
lies not in the waters, but in
ourselves.

20
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It scans, then, that we can
either accept the unknown future
with a powerful zero discharge
goal and its complete irnplementa-
tion, or, in our fear, join a con-

James Ludwig, Senior Ecologist
fhe SERE Group, LM.
Stockbridge, 3449dgan

The goal of zero discharge is like
sainthood � a lifetime goal pursued
in the full knowledge that while
failure in life is certain, only the
Higher Power wiII recognize ever
so few candidates. Yet we mntinue
to strive for it. Zero discharge is not
attainable in a technology-driven
society using chemical syntheses to
combine halogens with organic
ebon rings. Further, we have
inherited huge, leaky n~rvoirs of
these cbemicats. Yet we amain
intentionally ignorant about the full
impacts of cornrnon persistent
cherrumls. We do not recogpuze
these chemicals as potent reproduc-
tive toxins which act across genera-
tions and subtly ch;mph' ecosystem
integrity. We cling to a most
significant delusion that there is an
assiimilative capacity for persistent
bioaccurnulative toxic chemicals.

Policy makers hold the view that
trace quantities of toxic chemicals in
the Great Lalaw are not important
unless the expceed organism dies.

spiracy of oowardice to paralyze the
elinunation of the sources of
pollutants to the nation's waters.

A Vote for Children

Qur toxicological Iiterature,
rep!etc with arcane acronyms,
betrays our biases. We test lethal
concentrations of chemicals for 50%
 LC ! or 95%  LC ! of adult
populations, somehow believing
the implied nonsense that the 50%
left function normally. Worse, we
extrapolate acute toxicological tests
to all life stages, while ignoring
reproductive prceesses and of-
fsprin. We address cancer through
elaborate testing schemes for
carcinogenicity, feeding adult test
animals massive  usually near-
lethal! doses of chemicals and then
looking for induced tumors. Then
we back off the "acct~able"
concentrations by orders of magni-
tude, adopting elaborate asmirnp-
tions that only serve to produce
controversy instead of enlighten-
rnent. We generate irnpnmive
acronyrns for this sledgehammer
toxicology~west Observable
Adverse Effect Levels  LOAELs!
become No Ob9m~able Adverse



Effect Levels  NOAELs! when
diluted 10-fold, and tenfold less
than the NOAEL becomes the

nee Dose, which defines
acceptability. How irenic is that
hornonyrn of Noel, subtly rernind-
ing us of joy of the birth of the

>tian savior. We delude
ourselves that this approach will be
protective by assuming without

nce or serious debate fhaf cancer
is tke most important or only adverse
endpoint.

Them who actually look into
the real world finding ecological
and reproductive disasters in
wildlife and inexplicable effects in
our own children are treated as
scientific pariahs. A peer-reviewed
regulatory system based on this
toxicological science as the context
for the zero discharge argument is
objectionable. I contend that the
ef6~ of persistent bioaccu-
rnulative toxic substances across
generations are much more impor-
tant endpoints. We must treat these
chemicals as though they we% very
potent hormone analogs and
teratogens. Further, we must aocept
the truth that these chemicals have
profound biological eHects that our
current toxicological paradigms do
not address.

The Creat Lakes experience
with DDT is a fine example of poor
toxicological science and muddy
regulation. DDT use led rapidly to
severe reproductive bioeHects in

g~pines within a decade  mid-
195Qs!, then in eagles  early 1960s!,
and finaHy in herring gulls �964!,
neatly stepping down the food
chain from obligate tertiary to
tertiary/secondary and finally to a
secondary avian predator, in the
time order expected from their
feeding habits. Egg shell thinning  a
subtle estrogenic effect of DDT
homologs! was the overt effect seen
most often, followed by feminiza-
tion of males and even direct
mortality in severely contaminated
adults.

But after two decades of field
and elaborate modeling studies,
punctuated by Rachel Carson' s
clario~ call, still no action to ban the
use of DDT was taken until one
very highMose feeding study in
rats showed an equivocal connec-
tion to hver cancer. Then, finally
empowered by possible carcino-
genesis, the EPA finally moved to
ban DDT use in 1972 � 22 years after
the first published papers identified
DDT as a potent synthetic estrogen
with a specific activity similar to the
now infamous diethyl stilbesterol.
The flood of Beld studies showing
damage to wildlife and laboratory
test animals had made no discern-
ible impact on the regulatory
decision. Every other endpoint but
cancer was resisted. And so it
remains today. If a chemical is not
aminogeruc, that chemical may be
licensed for use and discharge.







virtual elimination � doing the best
that we can with what's already in
the environment. Virtual elimina-
tion is the ecosystem dean-up goal.
Zero discharge, by contrast, is the
public poBcy objective, lt is best not
to confuse them.

It seem; absolutely reasonable
given the cornmitrnent to the goal
Of virtual elimination that public
policy would insist that no new
inputs be allowed � zero discharge
Granted, what seetns reasonable in
the abstract can be very difficult
and costly in the real world. The
aqpmmnt will no doubt be made
elsewhere that the cost of each
additional increment of concentra-
tion reduction in industrial dis-

charNes will rise exponentially as
you approach zem. Millions of
dollars will be spent eliminating the
last toxic molecule from the outfaII
pipe while tons blow in from the
atmosphere and wash in from the
fields.

%is type of cost-benefit
armpment is often a ruse to avoid
the policy implications of zero
discharge. With any policy objec-
tive-eliminating hunger, fighting
IXI.'~we can debate the feasibility
of 100% success or we can get about
forinulating and implementing
strategies to achieve our goal.

bates abou.t the meaning of zem
get locked into the mechanics of
treatment or dilution. But zero

discharge policy forces a rmonsid-

eration of pollution contrt I ~
encourages the invention of new
materials and improved methods of
reduction, reuse, and recycling, The
zero discharge goal challenges our
creativity and in doing so has the
potential of unleashing positive
economic forces along with the
apparent costs.

Zero dischar ge policy and
virtual elimination goals foc�s the
attention of government, the public,
and environmental researchers on
the problems of prevention and
clean-up. They can encourage
entrepreneurship in environmental
technologies. Zero discharge policy
in the Great Wkes will place this
region weII ahead of its competitors
in the development of toxic-free
industrial processes. It may not
occur irnm&iately, but the ubiquity
and pervasive nature of the toxics
problem will eventually force
others to adopt new techniques as
well. If individual nations don' t
develop zero discharge strategies,
an international regime such as that
emerging from the Montreal
Protocol covering ozone depleting
chemicals probably will. It would
be wise industrial strategy now for
state and federal governments to
assist industry in this transition.

Zero discharge policy and
virtual elimination goals also have
implications for the direction of
research done and supported by
organizations such as the search
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consortium I manage. Obviously
tjre first priority is for applied
~aarch into the whole range of
prearm changes in the major Great
Lakes industries: steel, automobile,

paper. Pohcy +search is needed
to how to facilitate and encourage

pean technology development.
New dredging, dean-up, decon-
tarrunation, and biorernediation
techniques must be developed. We
need improved understanding of
the biochemistry of persistence and
bioaccumulation in order to better
characterize classes of minpounds
subject to zero discharge rules.
Bioinonitoring n~an:h is needed
to develop methods for measuring
concentrations of chemicals that
would be othervrise unhobble in
the environment. Better under-
standing is needed of the role of
economic policy, incentives, and
disincentives in attracting capital to
portion prevention entrepieneur-
ship. Considerable work needs to

be done in developing new legal
and public policy tools to facilitate
the transition from regulation to
prevention. Improved modeling
tools are needed to understand the
fate and transport of toxic corn-
pounds in the environment so as to
identify the best place for public
investment in clean-up.

The hst could go on and on.
The point I want to make is that
applied research is driven by the
kinds of questions society asks, and
these questions in turn are deter-
rnined by our environmental goals
and our policy decisions. The
importance of zero discharge policy
is not exclusively its ability to
completely eliminate the presence
of persistent bioaccurnulative toxic
chemicals, but instead its ability to
shift society's resources and tap its
creativity in the only direction
likely to resolve the problem in the
futu~revention.
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tidally consume laager quantities
of fish per capita than the general
population. Various studies have
+tternpted to link the eating of Ash
containing certain contaminants
 pCBs! with subtle reproductive
problems in humans. Although the
br' between consumption of PCB
contaminated fish and adverse
health effects has not been estab-
lished, much damaging negative
publicity has resulted. Many tribal
farni! ies are dependent upon
commercial fishing, and could lose
their livelihood if the fishery was
c.losed or further deprcme5 due to
~tive, misleading publicity.

Statements in the media related
to the issue of fish contaminants are
often sensationahzed and omit
irriportant distinctions. For ex-
airiple, reyonal differences in
eontamuiant levels are rarely
mentioned. Fish taken adjacent to
heavily farms or industrialized
alas are obviously likely to contain
rnUch higher cont'uninant levels
than fish from more remote areas.
Siirii larly, certai~ species tend to
accumulate contaminants at
different rates based on their
physiology. Organochlorines, for
example, tend to accumulate in fat
tissue; therefore, fish with a higher
fat content may accumulate more
toxins. In addition, monitoring
studies have shown a dramatic
decline in fish contaminant levels in
most areas of the Great Lakes over
the past two decades. Consumption

advisortes b;~9 on health studies

using fish containinant levels of a
decade ago grossly exaggerate any
risks currmtly associated with
consuming Great Lakes fish.
Updated health impact studies
must be performed using contami-
nant levels as they exist today
incorporating differences between
regions and species.

In addition to m~mcial use,
many tribal members fish for
subsistence in the Great Lakes
watershed and may then fore
consume larger quantities of fish
than other groups. [f this subsis-
tence use occurs in the more

contaminated areas, families which
rely heavily on subsistence fishing
may be at higher nsk for adverse
health effects resulting from eating
unusually large amounts of fish
containing toxic residues.

From a tribal perspective, zero
discharge of harmful and toxic
substances into the waters of the
Great Lakes is a goal that must be
vigorously pursued. Whi/e zero
discharge may not be possible in
the immediate future, elimination
of additional discharge of toxic
contaminants into the Great Laim
is imperative. Cooperation from
federal, state and tribal agencies,
mdustry, environmental groups,
and the public sector is required to
meet the goals of a healthy Great
lakes ezrsystern.
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The Debate Behind Zero Discharge
It's All Over But the Shouting

Native !~means believe that
man is one with his environment,
not master of ih In this view, to
discharge chemiGrls into the
environment and cause it damage
is to cause damage to oneself.
Unfortunately, the truth of this
philo.diphy is becoming painfully
obvious as evidenced by the
tremendous damage man has
already inflicted upon his environ-

Stephen Sed am
Great Lakes Regional Vice President
National Audubon Society
Columbus, Ohio

Because persisfent toxic subsfances
relrain in the envi ronment for long
peraxb of timearrd become rudely
dispel@, arrd bemuse they
bioaccronulate in ptunfsand animals-
inchafing humans � that make up fhe
fixd roeb, the ecosystem cannot
assimihfe these substances. We

amcludethat persistent toxic sub-
stances are too dangerous to the
biosphere and fo humans to permit
therr release in any quantity.

� Sixth Biennial Report on Great
Lu4s loafer Qualify, International
Joint Commi~eion, March 1992.

ment As stewards of our environ-

ment, we must recognize the Great
Lakes as a fragile, irreplaceable
treasure that represents a system
which we are all part of and
dependent upon. 'Ibe Great Lakes
have sustained life for many
generations of Native Americans
and a corrmnitment must be made

to protect and preserve this re-
source for future generations.

~ debate behind what is zero

discharge has been with us for
many years. It will remain with us
for many years. Though the debate
is not superfluous, it is being used
as an impediment to real action that
can produm positive, long-term
benefits to the health of the Great
Lakes ecosystem and all of its
residents, including humans.

Vivat is zero? Zero is what we

all le~xi it was in our first math
class. As the findings of the Interna-
tional Joint Commission  IJC! in
their Sixth Biennial Rapport on Great





some cities and industries to dump
even the most harmful chemicals,
POts, mercury, and others, directly
into the Great Lakes.

%e link between toxic sub-
stanim and human health and
erivivorirnental quality is widely
mcognized. We must now make the
hnk between economic activity and
phasing out the injury pm' by the
proliferation of toxic chemicals.
TNs requires the retooling of
environmental and economic pohcy
in line with the mounting weight of
scientific evidence.

Gangnmrr.corgi'xd that this
new day has dawned by en'~; the
Creat Lakes Critical Programs Act in
1990. One of its most irnpcltant fea-
tlires was a nguln~mt for the US.
Knviromnemtal Pmatection Ag~l to
develop uniform water quality
standan9s for Great Lakes states.

To comply with the law, the
Region V office of the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency created a
series of committees to recommend
how the uniform water quality
standards should be crdted to meet

enviroimnental goals. 'Hmugh not
nearly as complete as it should be
<e.g., ncmpeint sources are largely
ignored!, the Great Lake Water
Qua1ity butiative initiative! is one
of the most significant poBcy steps
in years that embraces the vision of
the Great Lakw Water Quahty
Aliment.

The Initiative is nee&5 to set
water quality standards to pn~
wBdlif'e and people from toxic
contamination in the food chain, to
prohibit polluters from using
dilution and mixing zones to hide
their wastes instead of treating
them, and to protect high quality
waters by requiring polluters to
instaH pollution pmrenbon tech-
nologies before being given dis-
charge permits. The IJC calls the
Initiative "... an important, positive
step on the road to zero discharge
and virtual elimination."

The recommendations, written
as guidance to the states, were
released late in 1991. They will
guide how each of the states in
Region V develop, implement, and
enforce water quality standards
and other poHution control pro-
grams under the Qean Water Act.
Water quality standards are in turn
used to determine what levels of
pollution can be discharged into
rivers, lakes, and strezuns by cities
and industries.

While U.S. EPA was nearly a
year late in even publishing the
new water quality guidance in the
R~al Register, scientific evidence
continued to pound a steady
drumbeat, marking the toll toxic
chemicals are taking on the Great
Lalzs ~xos litem.

There are now reports that sub-
stanms such as DDT and its
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~b»t~, VCS,auxin, P~s.
kad, and mecum have demo
strated the ability to disrup +e
endocrine system of laboratory
animals, pro-ducing symptoms
significant to wildlife. Some of these
effects, particularly disruPtions in
the extent and pace of development
in an individual, are thought to be
more evident in off-spring than in
the exposed parent. The experts who
offer this condusion believe that
humans are being adversely affected
as well.

Regardless of these and other
findings, many cities and industries
are endeavoring to shout down the
initiative. They want it stuffed in a
drawer, never to see the light of day.
The US. EPA is facing intense
pressure from these forces to indefi-
nitely delay or greatly weaken the
Initiative. Calling thernse! ves the

"Great aces Water Quality
Coalition," industrial and rnunici-
pal polluters across the region are
using misleading economic fore-
casts to discourage this basinwide
approach to reducing the level of
toxic cherrucals in the Great Lakes
environment.

Inaction, study, and debate
have brought us to the situation
where we are today The growing
weight of evidence is before us. The
Great Lakes Water Quality Initia-
tive is on the table. Later is too late.

Only when there are tough
new restrictions and bans on the

discharge of toxic substances in the
basin, starting with new uniform
water quality standards, will this
persistent problem facing the Gmat
Lakes begin to disappear.

Carpe diern!
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Steven Skavr5neck
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage Gistrict
Milwaukee, N'isconsin

The oldest existing map of North
America depicting the Great Lakes
was produced in 1656 by N. Sanson
d'Abbeville, Royal Geographer to
the French Court. In 1656, Europe-
ans had a pretty good fix on the
location and shape of Lake Ontario
 a.ka. Lac de St. Louys!. The
position of Lake Erie  a.ka. lac du
Chat} was fairly well known but it
was depicted as much longer than
we now know it to be. Lake Huron
was called Ka~on and seems to
have been on a serious diet since

then. Lake Michigan was Lac de
Puans and had an East-West

orientation, a 90 degree shift from
its current North-South configura-
bon. Its major tributary from the
South drained the Horidian high-
lands! 1' eastern end of Lac

~kg:erior was known, but the wesbxn
terminus was a total mystery.

Despite the above, Europeans
thought that they knew a lot about
the Great Lakes. Four hundred
years later, we think we know a lot
about the Great Lakes. But do we
know enough? What we don' t
know can hurt us. What we don' t
know may do irnrneasurable harm
to the Great Lakes ecosystem.

What we now know that we
didn't know twenty years ago
 when the Great lakes Water
Quality Agreemmt was erst
signed! could fill volumes. Who
would have believed in l972 that
atmosphe-ric deposition and
contamirmted sediments are major
sources of toxic substances to the
system? Twenty years from now
 when, hopefully, the Great Lakes
Water Quahty Agre~t will be
fully irnplernented!, what critical
information about persistent, toxic
substances will we have uncovered
that we are not privy to now? Can
we afford to wait to find out?

Even with our current state of
knowledge of the Lakes � physical,
chemical, biohgical and cultural
data � there are many different
pemqrtions of the truth as it relates
to the impacts of persistent, toxic
substan~ However, one af the
few absolute truths is that no one
group has a monopoly on the truth.
Scientists, engineers, farmers,
industry representatives, Native
Americans, environmentalists, and
local, state, provincial, and federal
officials all have different visions of
the problem and the solutions.



Being the Great Lurnper that I
am, I have managed to classify all
these people and groups into two
categori~~Mose f'o r whom it is
cribcal to develop a universally
acceptable definition of virtual
chrnination and those who have
already embraced the concept and
focus on trying to make it happen.
One group has stayed &~~ed on
the "what" question. For the other
youp, the "what" question is
irrelevant. The key questions for
them are "how" and "how long."

Folks on all sides of the issue
realize that virtual elimination wN

not happen overnight. But, how
rrwarung4d is it to set a five-year
target, or a ten-year target, when so
many efforts must be under'~
by so many different people,
groups, and institutions? Puce
ingmdients seem to be critical to a
successful recipe for virtual elimi-
nation: a sohd understanding of
where we are now and where we

need to be, reasonable yet arnbi-
tious exp~tions for the rate of
change, and the means to measure
change as it occurs.

We have not mastered all these

capabihties as yet, but that is not
sufficient reason to refrain from

moving ahead. Research. inonitor-
ing, pollution prevention, and
reir~iation must aH move forward

simultaneously.

Many changes are in ceder and
some of then are being undertaken
right now. Building upon these
efforts will require new approaches
and an integrated package of
incentives, disincentives, education,
technical assistance, and regulation.
For example, a new relationship
between manufacturers and

suppliers must evolve. This will
involve cooperatively identifying
and iniruinizing inputs of persistent
toxic substances so that outputs of
these substances will also be

mirurnized or eliminated.

Another example relates to
household hazardous wastes. As
industrial loadings of toxic sub-
stances to sewage treatment plants
decline, the percentage of loadings
of toxics due to residential sources

will increase. There will never be

enough "sewer cops" to control
what people pour in the sink or
flush down the toilet. What is

needed is a combination of incen-

tives and disincentives so that

consumers will not buy, and
eventuaHy manufacturers will not
make, products that should not be
disposed of in the sewers or
elsewhere in the environment.

Education pmgpsms are also
needed so that people understand
that each home is a potential
pollution sou~ and each home can
become a "pollution-free zone "
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trations causing biological effects.
The word "vytual" indicates that
the aim is to reduce toxic chemicals
to levels where there are no effects,
rather than to non<etectable levels.
Unfortunately, effects on animals
have been documented for only a
few toxic chemicals. In addition,
there are likely compounds and
effects that are not yet recognized.

Ecosystem Integrity as an
Endicator of Virtual Elimination

If the virtual elimination approach
fo ~<es on effects rather than

concentrations� then good indicator
species must be identified and
biological effects specified  Council
of Great Lakes Research Managers
1991!. Because species of fish and
wildlife are constantly exposed to
the Great Wkes environment, their
health is a good indicator of a clean
environment. In addition, some frsh
and wildlife an. top predators and
get high doses of those chemicals
that bioaccumulate. Bioaccumu-
lation happens when chemicals
accumulate in predatory animals
who ingest them with their food
faster than they can be excreted or
metabolized. This magiufiGrtion in
animals relative to the low concen-
trations in water increases up the
food chain. Lake trout, snapping
turtles, bald eagles, mink, otter, and
beluga whales are some of the
predators high in the food chain
that are so ex' ed. These species
are good indicators of widely

dispersed contaminants. Toxic
effects include cessation af repro-
duction, reproductive impairment,
egg shell thinning, and congenital
malformations  Cilterts>n 1989!.
Rshes such as carp and bullheads
feed on benthic organisms and
have high contaminant burdens if
feeding in areas with contaminated
sediments. They are good indicators
of local contamination, esFeciaHy in
Areas of Conmn. Of the 43 Alas of
Conan 40 had impairnxnts that
affected 6sh and wiMlife  Great Lakes
Water Quality Board 1991!.

Fish and wildlife serve as
sentinel species to predict and assist
in identi&ying problem contami-
nants and their potential adverse
effects on humans. Tumors and
deformities in fish are listed as use
impairments in 14 of the 43 A~
of Concern and as likely irnpair-
ments in two others  Water Quality
Board 1991!. %bere is an assurnpticai
that if the envirvnrrent is poHuted
enough to cause tumors in Ash, then
humans could also be affectecL

I'easibility Of Vr'j.tual
Elimination

There are indications that the
integpity of the Great Lakes ecosys-
tern is improving, CompaM with
20 years ago, there is a better
ecosystem balance between pro-
ducers, planktivorus fish, and
predators. Problem algal blooms
have lessened, the 6sheries are
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Tbe 43 Areas of Concern
shmid be addm.e< immediatdy.
Rsh and wildlife in many of these
areas are severely affect by
contaminants and degraded
habitat. Pollution cleanup in these
Areas of Concern will benefit fish
and wildlife locally and may also
have ecosystem wide be+Hits.
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hoe of such a basic prob4~ and
economic growth, poducing a better
quahty of life, cannot occur as long as
axess to ckan water is a pn:@be

The poor suffer the most from
envimnmental degradation. The
rich mn afford decent drinlang
water while the poor cannot. If we
invest in clean water and clean air
in a pocket of a developing country,
the people become healthy. Mrhen
the- people are healthy, they are
productive. Production brings
economic growth. Ard economic
yowth brings the abihty to clean
up the water and air in the next
pocket. Line up your dominoes and
you will see the end result.

The collapsed Soviet Umon is a
prime example of a country seeking
growth without paying attention to
the quality of its environment. A
new book by Murray Feshbach and
Alfred Friendly, Ir., titled Ecocide Iri
77te USSR, gives an authoritative
account of the ecological break-
down of the country. In 103 Soviet
cities, home to 70 million people,
the air is unfit to breathe. Pollution
fouls 75 percent of the surface
water. And four out of five rural
hospitals lack hot water.

The absence of Soviet environ-
rnental policies coupled with
inefficient farming practices caused
the Soviets to use massive amounts
of ayicultural chemicals, according
to Ecocide. They even spread tons of
DDT long after other nations

banned it, in such large quantities
and for so long that 25 million acres
of cropland are still overkeded
with the poison, ac~rding to
Feshbach and Friendly.

'Ibe book also notes the Soviet
policies that caused the Aral Sea,
once larger than Lake Huron, to
shrink by two thirds. A drive was
mounted to raise Central Asia's
cotton output through extensive
irrigation and intense application of
pesticides and defoliants The
overextended practices dried up
and contaminated the rivers that
sustained the Aral Sea. As the sea
shrank, storms carried the toxic
wastes from the ex~rsed sea bed to
fertile farm fields. Ecocide notes that,
'5o much contamination by chemical
wastes has been dumped into the
drinking water supply that mc&8I8
in the Aml ~n c;yxmot breast feed
their babks without running the risk
of poisoning them."

In contrast to the 75 percent of
Soviet surface waters that are
polluted, the U5. Environinental
Protection Agency found in a 1989
survey that only 10 percent of
Ainerica's rivers, streams, and bays
are significantly polluted. That
wasn't always the case, though. The
US. had to spend $24 billion per
year from 1972 through 1987 to
achieve the 90 percent cleanliness
rating.

Some would argue that our
economic growth caused this
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nation's water to become polluted
in the first place. Perhaps. Iut it is
our growth and resulting improved
cpxality of hfe that has provided us
with the resources to tackle the

preblem To force industry to dose
its doors to improve our way of life

Martin K. Visnosky
Me County Knvimnmental Coalition
Erie, Pennsylvania

Ta me zero discharge rreans just
that � the disdm ge of no persistent
toxic substaruxs into the environ-
ment which we share with all other
living spedes. To achieve this goal
is not beyond our reach and is
limited only by the concept itself.
The word, ZERO, is daunting; I
hear from corpora tions that "it isn' t
possible," that the "market just wiH
not support the changes nims:ary
ta implement and achieve it." This
is the first hurdle that must be
cleared, and it is a high one. It
requires a systerruc change in the
way corporate America thinks, a
fundamental change in the way
Pamerica conducts bu sine.m
Manufacturers must aggressively
move to capital investment strate-
gies that focus on long term
investment, forsaking short tenn

is not the best approach to curbing
pollution. We must allow our
economic growth and resultant
impmved quality of life to work in
harmony with environrriental
protection.

profit gain. Capi tal investment of
this genre is common in Japan and
Germany, countries with which we
compele internationaHy. Change of
this magrutude will neo~ly
require the mordination and
cooperation of the various actors in
our national economy.

The benefits of this approach
not only touch the corporate
establishment. It also touches the
coinmuni bes and labor force in om'
country in a fundamental way,
perhaps ushering in a period of
economic staMity so badly needed
in our times, The irnpleinentation of
zero discharge practices in rnanu-
facturing should be looked at in a
way sirniiaLr to any other engineer-
ing task faced by industry.
Throughout the history of the



industrial revolution, challenges
were met and overcome to "make
America the greatest industrial
power of the 20th Century." Does
corporate Amerias remember what
it means to be innovative, to be
challenged?

The goal of zero won't be
reached overnight, but I believe
that the goal that must be set is the
year 2000, In a particular instance
that I'rn familiar with, patents were
Ned in 1974 by the Scott Paper
Company for a pn cess that
bleaches pulp without the use of
chorine. 1he patent do ~its cite
the fact that chlorine and chlorine
containing mmpounds are "diffi-
cult to handle, introduce the
problem of corrosion of the paper
making equipment, and render the
effluents from the bleached plant
incapable of being recovered and
recycled. ln addition waste liquors
and wash water from the bleach
plant incorporating such com-
pounds can cause a serious pollu-
tion problem." That was almost
two decades ago and what has the
paper industry in the United States
done since? To my knowledge,
cMorine-free paper has only
recently been manufactured. Why
hasn't the indus~ aggressively
pursued a plan to phase in this
process, particularly in light of the
Great Lakes Water Quality Agree-
ment? I realize that research and
development takes time and

money, but time has passed and
money has been  and continues to
be! invested in paper making
prc~m that use chlorine as the
bleaching agent. It would seerra
prudent to me that some of this
investment should have been
dinpcted at perh~ng nonchlorine-
based technologies.

The goal of zero discharge,
while meeting resistance from
industry, has spurred new navarch
into the human health effects of
many of the persistent toxics that
are released into our environment.
TraditionaHy the risk of cancer has
driven the listing of certain com-
pounds that are released and the
amounts of them that are "acmpt-
able" when released. Within the last
decade, though, a persuasive body
of science has been developed
suggesting a different criteria must
be implemented. This ever-growing
body of knowledge on the more
subtle effects of persistent toxic
substances and their effect on
human development has provided
reason enough to call for imrmiiate
action to sunset their release. We
now find ourselves erntrroiled in a
debate over whether this body of
research is good or bad science.
This debate misses the point that a
consensus had developed within
the academic community that steps
must be taken now to alleviate this
toxic burden.
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is required by law. These choices
are in turn miuang and in some
cases ~irtually eliminating risks.
Firms are making large capital
investments to separate stresirns
with toxic contaminants from
discharge waters  e.g. the Dow
facilities at Sarnia and in Alberta!.
Both the Canadian and Q9. pulpand
paper industrie~ have invested
significantly to reduce dioxin levels to
nondetectable levels in rnid effluents
and significantly reduce discharge of
other chhrinated orymics.

Canadian and US. autornakers
are working with their respective
gom~ments to develop miuction
strategies for about 70 persistent
toxic chemicals, recently prioritized
for attention. The program is
unique in that it involves not only
the automakers, but also their
suppliers. Discharge volumes from
Steico's new stateof-the-art steel
mill on Lake Erie are reduced by
90% compared with older rniHs,
and contaminants are virtually
eliminated from the discharge
stream. A Dofasco mill has retrofit-
ted closed loops in some process
areas. Industry and government are
developing methods to analyze
product li fecycles, including the
true cost of materials and opera-
tions. Ms is a rl.wly enx~jng
technical tool, evolving through use.

Effective environmental
management prexses and
systems are another key element

of stewardship, recognized by
businesses that accept their role as
integral members of local and
world communities. Programs such
as Responsible Care, created in
Canada by the Canadian Chemical
Producers Ass~ation and trans-

ferred to a number of other coun-
tries, including the U.S., provide a
credible management framework.
Under this program, the chemical
industry pledges to develop,
manufacture, transport, and use
chemicals responsibly, and to
practice sound waste management
including waste reduction. Corpo-
rate culture and behavior is begin-
ning to change as a result of such
programs.

Other assc~tions have created

consensus principles and measri es
of performance for environmental
management, such as the interna-
tional Chamber of Co~ace's
Charter for Sustainable Develop-
ment. 1%e United Nations' Center

for Trans-national Corporations has
published Criteria for Sustainable
Development Management to
strengthen participation of large
industrial enterprises in environ-
mental preservation and protection.
The Council of Great Lakes Indus-

tries has developed a self assess-
ment matrix that can be used as a

guide and measure of environmen-
tal excellence. This matrix is part of
a Baldridge-type quality environ-
rnental management award that



wilL be implemented by the Council
of Great Lakes Governors.

For many decades, government
has been in the business of setting
environmental standards with the
rrussion of protecting haalth and
environment. These standards may
be modified, mnsistent with the
body of knowledge and good
scierice that supports standard-
e~g. As our understanding of our
environment has programed, tools
such as risk assessment and man-
agernent have been developed,
which are also important elements
of environmental management.

Within the past few years,
governments have also hegpm to
recolgmze the effectiveness of
voluntary solutions. U.S. EPA
Administrator William Reilly has

esed satisfaction with the
voluntary 33/50 reduction program
for selected Toxics Release Inventory
chemioils. Jean Charest, Canadian
Federal h4inister of Environment,

and Ruth Grier, Ontario Minister of
the Environment, have responded
favorably to industry involvement
and leadership in the New Dire.
tions Group.

None of these initiatives would
be possible without sustained will,
cooperative action, and the applica-
tion of significant resources. While
there are no easy solutions, many of
the options available to us are being
pursued with energy. However,
many other compelling issues face
us, such as energy, exotic species,
natural habitat, education, and
health care. Given the tradeoHs in
managing broad sets of issues in a
climate of shrinking ~urces, we
expect that this, pm' and our
choices will continue to be difficult.
Cbdy if the public policy det dopnent
peeress becomes a truly aorrserrsus one
unll me be able to allamte our limited
resources irr a rory that is omistent
aith the greatest good of anxiety,
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